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a b s t r a c t

The shear deformation mechanism of Zr-based metallic glass under multiaxial loadings was systemati-
cally analyzed. By means of a confined bending test (CBT), some regular shear bands (SBs) initiated on
the tension surface of the specimen and the metallic glass showed certain plastic deformation ability
due to the stable propagation of SBs. Moreover, the angles between most of the SBs and the edges of the
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specimen were measured to be 55 approximately. In order to reveal the shear deformation mechanism
under the CBT, a nonlinear contact analytical model based on the finite element method (FEM) was pro-
posed. Furthermore, according to the stress results obtained by simulations, a stress analysis method was
employed to establish the relationship between the SB angle and the shear deformation process. Finally,
compared with the experimental results above, it was concluded that the stress gradient produced by CBT
was the key factor which could stimulate certain plasticity. Additionally, the initiation and propagation

e to t
of the SBs were stable du

. Introduction

Due to the several properties attractive in structural materials,
uch as high yield strength, high hardness, metallic glasses have
eceived much attention by many investigators [1–6]. Under uniax-
al tension, the metallic glass fails along individual shear band (SB)
apidly and displays little plasticity [7–9]. Furthermore, under uni-
xial compression, the specimens often yield by the propagation
f primary SB with low plasticity (about 1–2%) [9–14]. However,
hen the aspect ratio of the compressive specimen is smaller than

, owing to the constraint of the pressure machine, the plentiful SBs
esult in a large plasticity enhancement, which is quite different
rom the situation with an aspect ratio of 2 under uniaxial com-
ressive loadings [15–22]. Under bending loading, metallic glass
lso displays a strong size effect on the ductility when the spec-
men’s dimension is below a critical value [23,24]. Additionally,
mploying the experimental approaches and theoretical analysis,
he deformation mechanisms under bending tests were investi-
ated [25–28]. Besides, small punch test (SPTs) was used to reveal

he SBs disciplines under multiaxial loadings [29,30], the results
emonstrated that the metallic glass could be controlled to create
egular arranged fine multiple SBs with a large plastic strain (19.6%)
30]. All the above approaches indicate that metallic glass could
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he multiaxial stress state in specimen.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

display different shear deformation behaviors and the plasticity
also shows great differences under uniaxial tension and compres-
sion, bending and multiaxial loadings, separately. Therefore, it is
necessary to analyze the shear deformation mechanism of metal-
lic glass under different loadings, especially multiaxial loadings. In
the present study, based on the confined bending test (CBT), the
initiation and propagation of SBs in a Zr-based metallic glass are
investigated, the analytical results may be applied to understand
and evaluate the plastic deformation behaviors of metallic glass
under multiple loading conditions.

2. Experimental procedures

The Zr-based metallic glass alloy of Zr52.5Ni14.6Al10Cu17.9Ti5 was
prepared by arc-melting. The final ingots had a rectangular shape,
with the dimensions of 60.0 × 30.0 × 3.0 mm3. A confined bending
test (CBT) technique was applied to measure the mechanical prop-
erties of the as-cast specimens, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The metallic
glass samples were cut into several strips with the dimensions
of 15.0 × 3.0 × 0.38 mm3. The steel head was 1.5 mm in diameter.
The CBT was carried out with an MTS810 testing machine at room
temperature in air. All the tests were conducted using a constant

crosshead rate of about 0.001 mm s−1. After the CBT, all the speci-
mens were observed with scanning electron microscope (SEM) to
reveal the deformation and fracture features. Besides, a finite ele-
ment method (FEM) with the commercial finite element software
ANSYS was exploited for simulating the stress states in the cur-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2010.06.039
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/msea
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ig. 1. Schematic illustration of the apparatus in the confined bending test (CBT).

ent experimental situations, which could display the numerical
esults of the nodes by dispersing the whole model into many finite
lements [31].

. Result and analysis

.1. Observations on the formation of shear bands

As the SEM images shown in Fig. 2(a), the load F is applied on
he specimen from the bottom to the top. Under the CBT, the metal-
ic glass specimen is compressed into a bent strip [25,26], which
hows certain plasticity unlike the situation under unixial tension
r compression [3,9]. Wherein, many regular SBs display in sym-
etrical distribution on the tension surface. For further analysis,
e marked two lines representing the different positions along
wo directions: L1 stands for the length direction of the specimen,
hile L2 represents the thickness direction of the sample. The lines

1 and L2 intersect into one point, which is marked as O. Fig. 2(b)
hows a magnified image on the region around the midpoint O.
bviously, plentiful SBs are formed around the midpoint symmet-

ig. 2. (a) The photograph of Zr52.5Ni14.6Al10Cu17.9Ti5 metallic glass after experiment, (b)
hotographs of shear bands.
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the nonlinear contact analytical model by finite
element simulation method.

rically, meanwhile, the shear displacement in the upper surface is
larger than that in the inside region. It implies that the SBs might
expand from surface to inside, and yielding and shearing should
occur in upper surface firstly [25,26]. Furthermore, as shown in
Fig. 2(c) and (d), the separated SBs arrange in parallel with a shear
angle of 55◦ approximately, these angle values are the same as the
ones under the uniaxial tension test, strictly [8,9]. Therefore, all the
above results need a further investigation on the formation of SBs
under the CBT, which is beneficial to understanding of the plastic
deformation behaviors of metallic glass under multiaxial loadings.

3.2. Finite element analysis on shear deformation

For bending tests, Conner et al. [25] have given a detailed the-
oretical analysis about the stress states. In order to obtain the

quantitative numerical results perfectly, a finite element model
(FEM) was applied to compute the stress states, as displayed in
Fig. 3. The results show that the local results are more suitable for
the multiaxial loadings, compared with the theoretical results [25].
In the FEM model, a plane stress analysis was built by the finite

magnified image of the region around the midpoint O region; (c and d) magnified
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tan 2� =
2�xy + �(�x + �y)

(5)

Therefore, according to the numerical results of �x, �y, �xy

acquired by the finite element simulations, combined with the
above stress analysis, the valuable results of nodes along L1 and L2
Fig. 4. Distribution of n

lement software while the dimensions of the model were accor-
ant with the experimental data. A point-to-line nonlinear contact
nalytical model was used to simulate the CBT processes, a static
nalysis could describe the test reasonably, since the strain rate was
low enough and the metallic glass displayed zero plasticity under
ension and plasticity [9]. In this model, a linear uniform pressure
oading (1.5 × 107 N/m) was adopted to imitate the pressure head

ith a fixed boundary on the both ends of specimen model. The
lastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of metallic glass are 97.8 GPa
nd 0.36 separately [9,32]. Because the pressure head in the test
as made of rigid materials, the corresponding elastic modulus and

oisson’s ratio could be confirmed as 210 GPa and 0.30, respectively
33]. Then, in terms of the above analysis, the schematic illustra-
ion of grid nodes constructed by the finite element software is
isplayed in Fig. 4. Here, L1, L2 and O represent the same meanings
s those in Fig. 2(a), in order to compare the experimental data with
he simulated results. The nodes along the line L1 are 3848, 3850,
852, 3854, 3856, 3860, where the calculated results could express
he stress states along the length direction. Equally, the numerical
esults about the nodes marked as 3848, 5417, 5419, 5421 could
eflect the stress conditions along the thickness direction L2. Then,
y the computer simulations, the mechanical informations of the
odes such as stress and strain could be gained.

.3. Formation mechanism of shear bands

On the basis of the numerical results, the stress analysis method
as proposed to study the formation mechanism of SBs in the CBT.
s illustrated in Fig. 5, the biaxial stressed state unit [34] was dis-
layed. Herein, the normal and shear stresses are marked as �x,
y and �xy. The dashed line stands for the random section and the
ngulation between this section and the x direction is �, the cor-
esponding normal and shear stresses are marked as �� and �� .
herefore, the relationship among �x, �y, �xy and �� , �� could be
ritten as [34]:

� = �x + �y

2
+ �x − �y

2
cos 2� − �xy sin 2� (1)

� = �x − �y sin 2� + �xy cos � (2)

2

For metallic glasses, numerous experimental results indicate
hat the initiation of SBs in various metallic glasses is not only
ecided by the shear stress, but also influenced by the normal stress
n the shear plane [3,9,12,35]. Hereby, if considering the effect of
n the simulated model.

normal stress, the Mohr–Coulomb criterion [36,37] and the unified
tensile fracture criterion [38] were separately used to analyze the
formation mechanism of SBs under CBT. Firstly, for the nodes along
L1 and L2, the stress values on random sections were attained by
the simulations. Then, we calculated the maximal stress section by
the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, as expressed below:

� ≥ �0 + ��. (3)

Here, � and � represent the shear and normal stresses on the
random section in the biaxial stressed state unit [34], respectively.
�0 is the critical shear stress while � stands for the internal friction
coefficient in the fracture process. For the Zr52.5Ni14.6Al10Cu17.9Ti5
metallic glass, � could be determined as 0.364 under tension
loading [8,12]. Then, substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) to Eq. (3), the
imaginary general shear stress �MC

g could be taken as:

�MC
g = �� + � · �� (4)

Deriving �MC
g by �, d�MC

g /d� = 0, we can obtain the mathematical
condition when �MC

g reaches its maximal value �max:

(�x − �y) − 2��xy
Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of biaxial stress state unit.
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Table 1
The numerical results on nodes along L1.

Node �x (GPa) �y (MPa) �xy (MPa) �max �max (MPa)

3848 1.13 1.00 −7.18 × 10−5 55◦ 804
3850 1.12 0.92 0.46 55◦ 798
3852 1.09 0.66 0.81 55◦ 777
3854 1.05 0.38 1.00 55◦ 748
3856 1.00 0.16 1.04 55◦ 713
3858 0.95 0.0265 0.99 55◦ 677
3860 0.90 −0.0322 0.91 55◦ 640

Table 2
The numerical results on nodes along L2.

Node �x (GPa) �y (MPa) �xy (MPa) �max �max (MPa)

3848 1.13 1.00 −7.18 × 10−5 55◦ 804
5417 0.85 −5.7 −0.0227 55◦ 615
5419 0.61 −22.8 −0.0378 55◦ 442
5421 0.37 −47.8 −0.0508 55◦ 281
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Fig. 6. Regular curves of �max with different nodes in L1 and L2.

ere obtained, as showed in Tables 1 and 2. Here, �max expresses
he angle from the maximal general shear stress (�MC

g ) section to
he x-direction. The results demonstrate that the shear angles are
nified in the value of 55◦, which are strictly identical with the
xperimental results in Fig. 2(c). For detailing the stress distribu-
ions along the L1 and L2 directions quantitatively, the values of
max for different nodes are displayed in Fig. 6. It could be found that
max fell down along the arrow direction (see Fig. 4), indicating that

he stress in midpoint O had the maximum value and the metallic
lass might yield from this region firstly. Contrast to the findings
n Fig. 2(b), the midpoint region displays larger shear deformation
han other districts. Moreover, along the arrow direction of L1 and
1, the shear deformation degree tends to decline (see Fig. 2(a)),

Fig. 7. Illustration of �MC
g with � computed by the Mohr–Coulomb fract
ineering A 527 (2010) 6224–6229 6227

indicating that the local simulated results could describe the stress
states accurately. Moreover, compared with the two curves in Fig. 6,
the values of �max in L2 dropped faster than the results in L1, sug-
gesting that the regions along L1 were more easily shaped than the
districts along L2. For this reason, in Fig. 2(a), the SBs started from
the regions in L1 and pointed to the L2 districts. For further detailed
description of the stress values on the random sections, the illus-
tration of �MC

g with � is expressed in Fig. 7 and the critical shear
angles �max is 55◦ conformably.

Besides the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, the unified tensile fracture
criterion [38] is utilized to assess the tensile shear fracture behavior
of metallic glasses [12,35,38]. The related criterion equation could
be expressed as:

˛2 · �2 + �2 ≥ �2
0 (6)

For simplifying the computational process, we marked �U
g =√

˛2 · �2 + �2 as the general shear stress in biaxial stressed state
unit [34]. Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) to �U

g , the values of �U
g on the

random sections computed by the unified tensile fracture criterion
are shown in Fig. 8, and the values of �max are also equal to 55◦,
which are the same as the ones obtained by the Mohr–Coulomb cri-
terion. In general, the stress states in CBT are quite different from
the situations under tensile loadings. The stress gradient gener-
ated by the multiaxial loadings could result in the uneven fracture
features illustrated in Fig. 2.

With the above two fracture criteria, the initiation and prop-
agation of SBs in the CBT were evaluated by the stress analytical
method, effectively. For the shear angle �max, the similar results had
been obtained by the two criteria, indicating that the normal stress
plays an important role in the formation of SBs under the multiple
loadings. Therefore, it has potential interest to propose and verify
the fracture criteria by changing the arrangement of normal and
shear stresses on metallic glasses.

3.4. Comparison of shear deformation and plasticity

By contrast, under uniaxial tensile loadings [7–9], little plasticity
was observed since the specimen had the uniform stress field and
the SBs could expand rapidly till the material failed without any
rotation of SBs. The similar phenomena had been found in other
metallic glasses [39,40]. Moreover, different from the tensile prop-
erties slightly, the Zr-based metallic glass displayed little plasticity

under compression tests [9,10], suggesting that the propagation
of SBs may be confined by the limited compressive space during
the fracture process, in spite of the uniform stress field distribu-
tion. Nevertheless, for CBT on metallic glasses [23–30], the stress
gradient was created by the multiaxial loadings in the specimens

ure criterion: (a) the curve about nodes in L1; (b) the nodes in L2.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of �U
g with � obtained by the unified tensile fractur
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ig. 9. Comparison of shear formation mechanism between the uniaxial tension and
he confined bending test (CBT) on metallic glasses.

hich can result in a considerable plasticity since the SBs could not
pread along one SB due to the action of stress gradient. In brief,
he plasticity of metallic glass depends on the difficulty level about
he propagation of SBs. When the SBs are restricted or deflected, it
s difficult for SBs to extend quickly, the obvious plasticity may be
xploited reasonably.

. Conclusions

A CBT was applied to investigate the formation mechanism of
Bs in metallic glass. Interestingly, some regular SBs distributed
n the tension surface of the specimen and the sample showed a
arger plasticity than that under uniaxial tension loadings [7–9].
sed by the finite element method, a nonlinear contact model was
sed to analyze the stress distributions. According to the two com-
on fracture criteria for metallic glass, the experimental results

ould be interpreted commendably. Additionally, for the purpose
f understanding the formation mechanism of SBs in a visual way,
he schematic illustrations under the uniaxial tension and the CBT
oadings are given in Fig. 9. It is known that the metallic glass yields
long one SB and displays little plasticity under tensile loadings
7–9], since the stress states in this situation are uniform without
ny stress gradient. However, under the CBT, stress gradient could
e produced and the specimen should display an inhomogeneous
tress distribution. Wherein, the shear stresses in some regions had
eached the critical value, however, some other regions are still in
he elastic stage. Then, the inhomogeneous SBs are difficult to be

inked into one major SB so that the sample can not fracture quickly
3,9]. Instead, the whole specimen could display certain plasticity
ndoubtedly. As a result, on one hand, the plasticity of metallic glass
ould be improved by installing the stress gradient by mechanical
r material methods, such as by changing the loading conditions

[
[

[

e criterion: (a) the curve about nodes in L1; (b) the nodes in L2.

[29,30], adding other phases into the primary materials [41] and
processing one layer on the surface of metallic glass after shot peen-
ing [42]. On the other hand, by means of the CBT, the strength and
plasticity of metallic glass under multiaxial loadings could be eval-
uated and new materials with high strength and plasticity may be
developed in future.
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